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On Independent Sets 
O.T. Alas 
This note contains some results presented in my talk 'Three Applications of 
Combinatorics to General Topology' at the Semana de Combinat6ria (Sao Paulo, 
November 1994), dedicated to Paul Erdos. Generalizations in ZFC and under 
Martin's axiom of former results by Erdos and Bagemihl are shown. 
First let us recall some definitions and results. Let X be a non-empty set. A 
function I: X -+ p(X) from X into the power set p(X) of X is called a set-map if 
z ¢ I(z) for all z E X . A subset S of X is said to be an independent set for f if, 
for all z, y E X, the condition z =/: y implies z ¢ f(y) and y ¢ f(z). 
Let (X, r) be a topological space. A subset S of X is first category if it is 
contained in a countable union of closed nowhere dense subsets (i. e., closed subsets · 
with empty interior); if S is not first category it is said to be second category. A 
subset M of X is everywhere second category if M nu is second category for every 
non-empty open set U. 
o 
In 1953 Erdos proved that if I: R -+ p(R) is a set-map and f(z)= 0 for all z E 
R,then there is an infinite countable independent set for f. In 1973 Bagemihl 
generalized the previous result so as to obtain a dense countable independent 
set. We shall present a generalized version of these results for a Baire Hausdorff 
topological space. 
In what follows, we let (X, r) be a non-empty Baire Hausdorff space (hence, 
every non-empty open subset is second category in X) with a countable 7r-base ([3], 
page 9). Let us fix ~, an infinite cardinal number such that No < ~ < 2ND; in the 
next theorem we shall work under Martin's axiom for cardinal ~ ([4], definition 2.5, 
page 54). 
Theorem 1 (MA(~» If (Aa)aEI< is a family of first category subsets of X, then 
UaEI< Aa is also of first category. 
Proof. The proof follows the same pattern of that of theorem 2.20 in [4] with minor 
modifications. It is sufficient to prove that if (Ua)aEI< is a family of dense open 
subsets of X, then naEI< Ua is dense too. Fix B = {Bo, B 1 , ... } a 7r-base of X such 
that if B E B, then either B is a unitary set, or B contains a non-isolated point. 
Since if the set D of isolated points is dense in X the result is trivial (because 
D C Ua for all a E ~) we shall assume that D is not dense. Hence the set J of 
all jEw such that the intersection of Bj with every open dense subset is infinite. 
For each j E J define 
Cj = {i E w I Bi C Bj} 
and for each a E ~ let 
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Put C = {Cj 1 j E J} and A = {aa 1 a E II:}. To apply theorem 2.15 of [4] it 
is enough to prove that if F is a non-empty finite subset of II: and j E J, then 
Cj \ UaEF aa is an infinite set. Indeed, 
Cj \ U aa = {i E W 1 B, C Bj n n Ua}, 
aEF aEF 
which is infinite, since naEF Ua is dense and open. By theorem 2.15 there is dew 
such that, for all:e E A , l:e n dl < wand for all y E C, we have Idn yl = w. 
Now define, for each nEw, 
Vn = U{B, liE d, i> n} U set of all isolated points; 
Vn is open and dense in X . Since Id n Cj I = w for j E J ; for each nEw, there 
is i E d n Cj, i > n, hence B, C Bj and Vn n Bj f. 0 and it follows that Vn is 
dense in X. Finally nnEw Vn C naEI< Ua , which shows that naEI< Ua is dense in 
X . Indeed, Id n aa 1 < w implies that there is nEw so that d n Ca C n , hence, if 
i> n , i E d, then i ¢ aa and B,C Ua and Vn C Ua. 0 
o 
Let f: X ~ p(X) be a set-map such that f(:e)= 0 for all :e E x . 
Lemma 1 Assume that X has countable hereditary density. Let M C X be ev-
erywhere of second category in X. Then there exists SCM such that 
1) S n.T f. 0 for every second category subset T of X; 
2) for every YES, the set M\{:e E X 1 y E f(:en is everywhere of second 
category in X. . 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that such an S does not exist. It follows that there 
exists a second category set T C X such that for all yET, the set M\ {z E X 1 y E 
f(:en is not everywhere second category(l) . Indeed, if for every second category 
set T C X there is a YT E T such that 
M\ {:e E X 1 YT E f(:e n is everywhere of second category, 
t~en the set S of all these points YT verifies the required conditions. 
Fix a second category set T as in (1) and fix B a countable 1r-base of X (assume 
o ¢ B) . For each yET fix By E B such that 
(M\ {:e E X 1 y E f(:e n ) n By is of first category. 
Since T = UBES{Y E T I By = B} and T is of second category fix B E B such that 
To = {y E T 1 By = B} is of second category. Choose a dense countable subset Tl 
of To; then 
B n U (M\{:e E X lYE f(:en) is of first category; 
yET. 
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since B n M is of second category, there is z E B n M and yETI implies Y E I(z). 
So TI C I(z); but 
( contradiction!) 
second category 
The lemma is proved. o 
Lemma 2 (MA(II:)) Assume X has hereditary density ~ 11:. Let M C X be ev-
erywhere 01 second category in X. Then there exists 8 C M such that 
1) 8 n T =1= 0 for every second category subset T of X; 
2) for every y E 8, the set M\{x E X lYE I(x)} is everywhere of second 
category in X. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the preceeding one. Using the same notation, 
choose a dense subset TI of To with ITII ~ 11:. Then 
Bn U(M\{xEXIYE/(x)) 
!lET1 
is of first category by virtue of theorem 1. o 
o 
Theorem 2 Assume f:X -+ p(X) is a set-map such that f(x)= 0 for all x E X. 
Then the following results hold: 
1) il (X, r) has countable hereditary density, then there is a set SeX dense 
in X and independent lor I; 
2) (MA(II:)) il (X, r) has hereditary density ~ 11:, then there is a set SeX 
dense in X and independent for I. 
Proof. Let 8 = {Bo, B 1 , ... } be a 7r-base for X such that each Bn is non-empty. 
Since X is everywhere of second category, applying lemma 1 (respectively, lemma 2) 
with Mo = X, there is 8 0 C Mo such that 
1) 8 0 n T =1= 0 for every second category set T; 
2) for every Y E 8 0 , the set Mo\{x E X lyE I(x)} is everywhere of second 
category in X. 
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Bo is second category, so Bo n So ::f; 0 and fix Yo E Bo n So j then 
M1 = X\({x E X I Yo E f(x)} Uf(yo)) 
is everywhere of second category. For every. y E M 1 , Y and Yo are independent 
for f. Apply lemma 1 (respectively, lemma 2) once again to M1 a.nd obtain Sl 
such that 
3) Sl n T::f; 0 for every second category subset of Xj 
4) for all y E Sl, the set M1 \{x E X lyE f(x)} is everywhere of second 
category in X. 
Choose Y1 E Sl n Bl and proceed as before with 
M1 = Ml \({x E X I Y1 E f(x)} U f(yo) U f(yt)) , 
which is everywhere of second category in X. Notice that y, Yo, Y1 are independent 
for f for all y E M 2 • Following this same idea we find a set {Yo, yl, ... ; Yn, ... } 
which is independent for f and dense in X. 0 
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